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Built for adventure, luxury and expedition 
by renowned yacht builders - Vitters in 
the Netherlands. 37m, Vripack designed 
DARDANELLA is available for charter in 
some of the most remote parts of the 
world. Based in the South Pacific with an 
exciting schedule, available for charter 
in areas such as Papua New Guinea, 
Micronesia, the Solomon Islands, Marshall 
Islands and surrounds. DARDANELLA 
carries a crew of 8 and accommodates 
12 guests in 5 beautifully appointed guest 
suites each with ensuite. 

DARDANELLA has a focus on sustainability 
and research and has worked with some 
of the biggest names in this field. Whether 
it’s surfing, diving, collecting bio-samples 
from a remote volcano, visiting sunken 
war ships and world war II bombers or 
simply enjoying a luxurious cruise through 
the islands of the Pacific, DARDANELLA is 
equipped for it all.
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Length               37m/121’ 5” 

Beam 8m/26’3”

Draft 2.5m / 8’ 2”

Builder Vitters

Max Speed 11 knots 

Cruise Speed  9.5 knots

Crew 7
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Specifications
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“Dardanella is a floating platform of
expression, creativity, experimentation
and future visions.”

— National Geographic Explorer
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Sleeping 12

Cabins 5

King Master 1

Queen         1

Single        6

Pullman   2
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Accommodation
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“Diverse and ample spaces, both
outdoors and in, provide opportunity
for communal gatherings and lively
discussion, or more individual, 
meditative moments.”

— Guest

Cabins
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 “Every detail, from the delicious meals
to the incredibly helpful crew meant 
that I returned home feeling happy, 
healthy, inspired and rejuvenated.”
- Guest
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Toys Dive Shop

2 x JETSKIES Sea Doo GTI 155
2 x Double kayaks
2 x Inflatable Paddle Boards
Towables
Surf Boards
Yoga Equipment
Wide Variety of Snorkeling Gear

12 x Dive Gear OMS
Nitrox Compressor NUVAIR LP 280 ME
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Tenders

2x Custom built in 2018/19 tenders for

exploration, diving and surfing

6.5m in Length

240Hp, Top speed 30 knots

150L Long range Diesel Tanks
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Key features

The ultimate adventure and exploration 
platform. Dive, freedive, surf, perform 
remote research missions, wildlife filming. 
Dardanella does it all. 

Fully equipped with NITROX dive 
compressor, 12 sets of dive gear and 
underwater photography equipment.

Outdoor cinema set up for movies or 
screening the days adventures.

Built by renowned yacht builders Vitters in 
the Netherlands to Vripack design offering 
excellent stability and comfort cruising for 
both ocean-going expeditions and island 
hopping alike.

Large office and studio space.

Highly qualified, active and passionate 
crew including two on board dive masters, 
a yoga/pilates instructer and masseuse.

Private top deck with jacuzzi and 
panoramic views.
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Yacht Layout




